Oppose Kentucky House Bill 210 and Senate Bill 103:
Guns in Schools, on College Campuses, and in Government Buildings

- **Bottom Line**: The Kentucky legislature is considering two dangerous bills that would force guns onto college campuses and in government buildings and allow guns in K-12 schools. House Bill 210 would create new dangers and huge costs for colleges, overruling the judgment of school safety experts who oppose allowing guns on campus, and would also force guns in public buildings like courthouses and community centers. Senate Bill 103 would allow school staff to carry guns in elementary, middle and high schools, using fear of ‘active shooter’ situations to justify arming civilians. This dangerous policy ignores the actual risks of bringing guns into schools and makes active shooter situations more difficult and dangerous for police. Kentucky lawmakers should protect Kentucky and reject these dangerous bills.

- **HB 210 would make Kentucky one of the only states in the country to force hidden, loaded guns onto college campuses.**
  - HB 210 would make Kentucky only the third state in the country to allow all permit holders to carry anywhere on campus.¹
  - Kentucky law currently gives colleges and universities broad authority to prohibit gun possession on their campuses.² This dangerous bill would gut this law and force publicly-funded colleges to allow concealed carry permit holders to carry guns on campus and forbid colleges from restricting where deadly weapons can be carried—with no exceptions.
  - This dangerous bill would force guns into sensitive places all over campus—including dorm rooms, classrooms, sports arenas, playgrounds and mental health centers.

- **States that have recently passed laws forcing guns onto college campuses are struggling to deal with the consequences.**
  - **Idaho's guns on campus law is costing universities millions.** In 2014, Idaho passed legislation that forced colleges to allow people with “enhanced” permits to carry guns on campus. As a result, five state schools had to request more than $3.7 million from the state to increase security in the first year alone.³
  - **The cost of guns on campus in Arizona was estimated at over $13 million.** During a 2012 legislative fight, the Board of Regents estimated that allowing guns on campus would cost $13.3 million in one-time expenses and $3.1 million in annual costs.⁴ The bill was vetoed.
  - **Guns on campus legislation creates new insurance costs for colleges.** In 2011, the Houston Community College Board of Trustees estimated its insurance costs alone could rise as much as $900,000 per year if a guns on campus bill passed.⁵

- **Campus stakeholders oppose guns on campus.**
  - **Campus police chiefs:** In a 2008 survey of university police chiefs, 89 percent of the chiefs agreed that the most effective and important way to deal with gun use on campus is to prevent the use of guns at all.⁶
  - **College administrators and faculty:** In surveys conducted in 2013 and 2012, 95 percent of college presidents and 94 percent of college faculty indicated they oppose concealed carry on campus.⁷
  - **College students:** In a 2012 study of students, 79 percent said that they would not feel safe if concealed guns were allowed onto their campuses.⁸
- Colleges and universities, which have traditionally prohibited guns on campus, are relatively safe from gun violence—but campus life is rife with other risk factors that make the presence of guns potentially dangerous.
  - **Campuses are relatively safe:** Among all violent crime against college students from 1995 through 2002, 93 percent of incidents took place off campus. With over 21 million students attending colleges and universities in 2013, only eight gun homicides occurred on campuses.
  - **Heavy alcohol and drug use:** A Columbia University study found that half of U.S. college students binge drink or abuse illegal or prescription drugs, while nearly a quarter of college students suffer from substance abuse and dependence. Alcohol leads to impaired judgment about whether to shoot a gun, as well as impaired aim when firing.
  - **Mental health issues and suicide:** Nearly 1 out of 10 undergraduates reported “seriously considering attempting suicide” and 1.4 percent had attempted suicide in the past 12 months. At one large public university, 14 percent of undergraduates and 11 percent of graduate students screened positive for depression.

- **HB 210 would force guns in sensitive public buildings.**
  - Under current Kentucky law, state and local governments may prohibit people from carrying hidden, loaded firearms in buildings they own and operate. This common-sense law lets state and local leaders prohibit guns in sensitive places like courthouses, community centers, city halls, parks department buildings and drug treatment centers.
  - HB 210 would strip state and local governments of the power to regulate guns in these places, forcing them to allow concealed carry permit holders to carry hidden, loaded guns. The only places this dangerous bill would allow regulation of guns would be courtrooms and prisons.
  - **This dangerous bill would force guns into hundreds of sensitive locations where they could pose a serious threat to public safety.**
    - **Courthouses and statehouses:** HB 210 would allow concealed carry permit holders to carry hidden, loaded guns in the hallways and common areas of criminal, civil and family courthouses. It would also permit people to carry concealed guns in meetings of state and local governments. These are emotionally charged environments in which the presence of a gun can be especially dangerous.
    - **Sensitive government offices:** HB 210 would force parole and probation offices, offices providing child protective services and the offices of the Public Advocate and Attorney General to allow concealed deadly weapons in their offices. Hidden, loaded guns simply don't belong in these places and pose a threat to public servants and the Kentuckians they serve.
    - **Other sensitive places:** HB 210 would also force guns into buildings at public parks, public libraries and countless other government-owned recreational facilities where families often gather. State and local governments should be able to protect the safety of Kentucky families by regulating the carry of firearms in these sensitive places.
These dangerous bills also aim to roll back Kentucky laws that keep guns out of elementary, middle and high schools—despite opposition from school safety experts, who know that guns in schools make students less safe.

- Only law enforcement officers and trained security personnel should be allowed to carry guns in schools. Under current Kentucky law, generally only law enforcement officers and military personnel may carry guns in Kentucky's elementary, middle and high schools. But these dangerous bills would weaken this common-sense public safety law and allow hidden, loaded guns in places children learn and play.

- SB 103 would create a new exception to the law barring guns from K-12 schools, one that allows any member of the school staff to double as an armed guard. This dangerous bill would allow teachers, administrators and custodians to store and possess loaded guns in schools.

- HB 210 would also amend Kentucky's concealed carry law more broadly, striking language that makes clear that a carry permit does not authorize the permit holder to carry hidden, loaded guns in K-12 schools. This poorly-written legislation could lead to confusion about whether all concealed carry permits holders can carry hidden, loaded guns in schools.

- Teachers and school safety experts oppose allowing guns in schools.
  - The American Federation of Teachers and the National Education Association, the nation's two largest teachers' organizations, oppose allowing guns in schools.
  - The federal government's chief legal, law enforcement, public health, education and emergency management agencies all agree that allowing civilians to carry guns in schools is not a sound security practice.

- Schools are already extremely safe.
  - On average, only 1 percent of all homicides of school-age children occur on school grounds, on the way to or from school, or during a school sponsored event.
  - There is approximately one homicide of a school-age youth at school per 1.8 million enrolled students.
  - “Active shooter” incidents, like those at Sandy Hook and Columbine, are extremely rare.

- The focus on arming school employees ignores the risks and consequences of bringing more guns onto school grounds.
  - Everytown has tracked nearly 300 shootings on elementary, middle and high school campuses since 2013. Of those shootings, over 1 in 10 were unintentional shootings, and more than 1 in 6 incidents began as a verbal altercation that escalated because of the presence of a gun. Introducing guns on school campuses increases the potential for such tragedies.
  - Schools that have allowed employees to carry guns have had difficulty obtaining insurance coverage. Some liability insurance providers have declined coverage to these schools while others have increased premiums, stretching already tight budgets.

- The gun lobby uses fear of “active shooter” situations to justify these policies, but arming civilians is not an effective way to stop an active shooter.
  - Even police officers, with extensive training and frequent exposure to high-risk and life-threatening events, do not always shoot accurately in a crisis encounter. Research casts
significant doubt on the idea that civilians could shoot as well as trained police officers in an active shooter situation.\textsuperscript{24}

\textsuperscript{1} CO and UT force schools to allow all permit holders to carry. Ten additional states—AK, GA, KS, ID, MN, MS, OR, TN, TX, and WI—require schools to allow guns on campus, but only in some circumstances.
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